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ITEMS TO TAKE TO YOUR AREA:
OFF THE WALL: Fun Addicts is hosting their quarterly potluck on Dec 13 th starting at
6pm, speakers at 7pm at 220 E Oak Street
PIKES PEAK: CAR workshop for February 21 at 2 pm
RD AND RDA: Zonal forum on December 4th & 5th in Utah
ELECTIONS: CRRMCO has Chair, Secretary and Treasurer positions to be filled.
I

OPENING ITEMS
•

The meeting started at 10:05 am.

•

Birthdays were recognized:

•

Roll Call:
RCMs:
Boulder:
B.F.E.:
Mile High:
Mountains West:
Off the Wall:
Pikes Peak:
Serenity Unlimited:
Southern:

Greg G. RCM 1 Present; Olivia S. RCM 2 Absent
Both RCM positions OPEN
Brendan C. RCM 1 Absent, Brettt RCM 2 Present
Both RCM positions are OPEN
James R. RCM 1 Present; John K. RCM 2 Present
Erin J-E RCM 1 Present; RCM 2 OPEN
Michael H. RCM 1 Present; Jake RCM 2 Present
Dana W. RCM 1 Present; Karen A. RCM 2 Present

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE:
Chair:
Kyle A. Present
Vice Chair:
Ray L. Present
Secretary:
Anna H. Present
Treasurer:
Tink, Present
RD:
Jayme S. Present
RDA:
Tawni C. Present
CNAC Board:
Chuck C. Absent
CRCNAXXIX:
Chair:
Vice Chair:
Treasurer:

Mike P. Present
Bruce B. Present
Greg G. Present

CRCNA XXX
Chair:
Vice Chair:
Treasurer:

Bruce B. Present
Jim M. Present
Don O. Absent

SUBCOMMITTEES:
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PI:
H&I:
PR:
Web Servant:

Patty A. Absent
Gene S. Present
Dan B. Present
Pat H. Present

AD-HOC:
Voting Review:

Ray L. Present

II
AREA RCM REPORTS
BOULDER
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
H&I chair asked about Boulder contact person for H&I. Greg asked about activities chairs for Off the Wall and Mile High for
the tri-annual new years event.
MILE HIGH:
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
MOUNTAINS WEST
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
OFF THE WALL:
We have the following events coming up: The area is hosting Thanksgiving Marathon meetings Nov 26 th from 10am to 10pm
at 1208 W Elizabeth in Fort Collins. Dinner served at 3pm. Fun Addicts is hosting their quarterly potluck on Dec 13 th starting
at 6pm, speakers at 7pm at 220 E Oak Street. The Area has currently switched its hotline phone provider to google voice,
we are working on a spreadsheet to list local crisis numbers to be available if need be. We held phone line training and had
6 show up. We are looking into creating an Off the Wall Area Facebook invite only page for fellowship use. We are currently
serving 7 facilities for H&I. We had a large group of about 10 meetings move, the Live Group now meets at 102 E 3 rd street.
John B is our new H&I chair. We have a $250 donation.
PIKES PEAK:
Good afternoon. Pikes Peak is doing well. The GSRs are still meeting and having a monthly GSF. Some of our meetings have
slowed down; in fact, we have had a couple close. The men’s meeting will now meet on Sunday at 6 pm beginning
December 6. The Area is financially below our prudent reserve, but our obligations are being met at this time. Elections will
be held next month for all positions, except mine, we did not have volunteers or nominations for Treasurer, Secretary, RCM
II, Literature, PR Chair, or CRCNA Liaison. Hopefully we will have some members step up for service in our area. We have
scheduled our CAR workshop for February 21 at 2 pm.
We have our annual Thank-a-thon happening on Thanksgiving. It will be Thanksgiving Day from 9 am to 9 pm at 1110 E.
Fillmore in Colorado Springs. There will be meetings on every odd hour, the Activities subcommittee is providing breakfast,
turkey, and ham, and asking for potluck for the rest of the food. There is also a talent show from 4 pm to 7 pm. Activities is
also hosting a fundraiser for the Women’s Retreat on New Year’s Eve at 2221 N. Wahsatch Avenue in Colorado Springs.
There will be a ziti dinner and bingo. $10 will get dinner and bingo. Dinner is at 6:30, a meeting at 7:30, and bingo to follow.
WRCNA III is in need of a Work Crew Coordinator, Print & Display Chair, Web Servant and an F&E Chair, all have a clean time
requirement of 3 years. Although hosted by Sisters in Recovery of Pikes Peak along with two other groups the committee
currently meets in Denver.
SERENITY UNLIMITED :
Neither Michael H. nor Jake J. can be here today because of holiday travel and/or family commitments, but we hope you all
are well and looking forward to a Happy Thanksgiving.
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Serenity Unlimited is doing well as a whole, but there is room for improvement on all fronts. We did have three DOC
volunteers recertify and one new volunteer train. We have three more interested and applications are being filed soon. We
were able to increase our meetings in Rifle to every other week, and we have permission to include women on our panels.
The Monticello, UT meeting is thriving and their community seems to be happy with the impact NA is making there. The
Group is still trying to make inroads to the jail system.
Montrose is still viable but desperately needs support, like all smaller, isolated communities.
Our Delta group’s meetings have been small but regular – in fact, they've bee in the same place at the same time for more
than twenty years.
The Grand Junction groups are doing well with lots of participation and growth – personal and as groups.
I've sent the closing financials from the September Regional Assembly to Tink, but I'll reiterate for you. The cost of the
church basement was $75 and the receipt for that was enclosed, as was a return check of $83.66 – the amount left over
from the $250 advanced for refreshments. Receipts for $166.34 also included.
SOUTHERN:
Hello to all the members of the regional service committee, RCM’s, GSR’s, and any member of the fellowship reading this
report.
Groups in our area
Common Thread has meetings Mon – Sun at various times. Some members had an NA booth at a community event with a
good turnout. Additionally PI and group events are doing well for common thread and they may host our next area meeting
Janurary.
Peace of Freedom has meetings Tue and Sat 7-8pm, average attendance of 7 and reports a little decline in attendance and
members.
“Addicts in the Attic” meets Thursday and Sun and has closed its women’s meeting.
Southside Survivors has moved meeting locations to 305 Broadway Ave. in Pueblo. They hold meetings every day at various
times. Additionally, members have been carrying the message to some facilities and students in Pueblo as well as making
contacts for possible future outreach.
Literature
The SCANA has continued the effort to create a library of literature to be available for groups that show up wishing to
purchase items to take back to their meetings. Currently, the Area’s literature library is ordering 150% of each order placed.
After some discussion, we decided that a member would be allowed to organize trends for needs and keep the SCANA
literature library in stock according to group needs. So far it has worked well.
Positions
-We still have a couple open positions in the Southern Area. We have a temporary treasurer, a vacancy for PR, and a open
H&I Chair. However, we Elected Ken from Common Thread as area Chair.
Treasury Report
The SCANA continues to be fully self-supporting with almost $400 in both our checking and prudent reserve accounts.
Noteworthy
Our Area has had two separate discussions on the topic of who should get a vote at Region. After bringing this item to the
groups and back to the area we realize we may need some more information about how this would benefit or hurt the
regional body. However, More than that, several of our groups don’t give a shit about who does and who doesn’t have a
vote here at region. They just don’t seem to have any interest in the subject. So if there is any input as to how or why this
proposal is important to home group members and how to share that in a loving way please and thank you.
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III
CHAIR REPORT
Welcome to the November regional assembly of narcotics anonymous. I would like to express my gratitude to the CRCNA
committee for putting together an incredible convention this year. This convention seemed to have fresh new ideas that
didn’t impede on nostalgic nature of the convention. Thank you all for your service.
Last month I met with Ray L. and started the process of transferring all of the regional files that he will need to fulfill his
position. We realized that the previous vice chair had not updated the regional guidelines while she was in the position. I
combed through the minutes over the last year and a half and provided Ray with all of the changes that I was aware of. We
would like to have the most recent version of the guidelines to be included in the minutes to make sure that nothing was
missed.
request to put newest guidelines in minutes, let us know if any changes missed in guidelines
IV
VICE-CHAIR REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
V

SECRETARY REPORT

I APOLOGIZE FOR THE MINUTES BEING LATE LAST MONTH . I HAVE BEEN HAVING ISSUES WITH MY DEPRESSION AND UNFORTUNATELY IT AFFECTS ALL

AREAS OF MY LIFE. I AM DOING BETTER AND IT SHOULDN ’T BE AFFECTING ME ANYMORE. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU SUBMIT YOUR REPORTS , I DID NOT
RECEIVE VERY MANY IN SEPTEMER.

VI

OPENING CRSC TREASURER REPORT
Area Donations Total $

3,697.33

Group Donations Total $

746.80
$ 4,444.13

Donations Total
Anonym ous Donation $

-

CRRMCO $

421.37

WSLD $

1,000.00

CRCNA XXVI $

8,402.26
$ 9,823.63

Other Incom e Total
TOTAL INCOME

$

14,267.76

$

(11,389.72)

$

2,878.04

OPENING BALANCE - January 1, 2015

$

5,637.60

Ending Balance - Septem ber 19, 2015

$

8,515.64

Adm inistration Total $

2,533.66

Regional Delegate Te am Total $

1,113.65

CNAC Total $

350.00

PR Total $

3,592.41
$ 7,589.72
$ 3,800.00

Other Expenses Total
EXPENSES TOTAL

GAIN/LOSS
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VII
RD REPORT
There really is not much to report at this time from Tawni and I.
We will be attending the Zonal Forum in Utah the first weekend of December to receive and review the CAR. Conference
Agenda Report.
I will be submitting my receipts for reimbursement for the Airfare and Hotel today. Tawni may also. We stayed within our
budget for these.
After we return from Utah we will begin preparing for the CAR Workshops in your AREAS. I have already tentatively
scheduled Boulder’s, Pikes Peak Area’s and I think we will likely be invited to Off The Wall the second Saturday of February.
Although if they need or want a different time that would be ok too.
I have a request that we please do these workshops on Sundays. That just works best for me because of a regular conflict in
my Saturday night schedule.
I can make the Saturday in Ft Collins work, and I understand there will likely be a weekend in Serenity Unlimited. No worries
on either of these.
So, we need to work on scheduling dates for Off The Wall, Serenity Unlimited, Mile Hi and Southern at this point. Keep in
mind that the CAT, Conference Agenda Track will not be out until the end of January so workshops will not happen until
February and March.
VIII
RDA REPORT
I look forward to the upcoming Zonal forum on December 4th & 5th in Utah in which we will go over the CAR report which is
due out this week. I am requesting my flight cost of $233.20 for this trip today with a receipt. I look forward to doing the CAR
workshops with Jayme for all of the areas at the beginning of the year.
CRCNA was a great event and I do appreciate the availability for Jayme to inform our region on what is coming up in this
conference cycle.
Thank you for letting me be of service!
IX
CNAC REPORT
NO REPORT SUMITTED
X
CRCNA XXIX REPORT
CHAIR
CRCNA 29 is officially in the rear view mirror. I have received a ton of feedback, a vast majority of which has been very
positive. Greg will present the numbers as we have them so far but I do know that we will not have finals until the January
CRSC. We do still need to pay the taxes, which is historically the last bill we pay.
We went into this convention cycle with some philosophies and visions. This committee did the best we could to address
some of the feedback, both positive and negative, that have been expressed about the convention. We made a commitment
not to fall into old ideas and patterns that have not worked the past few years while still doing what we could to honor
historical considerations.
I was so blessed to have had such an amazing committee to serve with. Our Administrative committee is where it all began.
We met prior to the first meeting to talk about our ideas. It was amazing how we all seemed to buy in to the same goals,
while each bringing our own individual flare. Bruce may be the hardest working trusted servant I have ever worked with. He
drove many miles to go to a ton of subcommittee meeting through the entire cycle. We spent hours on the phone
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(oftentimes, him talking me away from the edge of the cliff). We could not have been any luckier having a secretary with as
much service experience as Ray has. Having chaired multiple convention committees he was such a valuable source of
information. I have had the opportunity to serve with Greg on the past 3 CRCNA committees. Between his level head,
computer skills and diligence in service, I knew he would be an amazing treasurer and I was not disappointed. I have also had
the opportunity to serve on several service committees with Don, our Vice Treasurer and his contributions were amazing.
Don stepped up in a big way at the actual convention helping with all of our financial chaos.
We were also very fortunate to have a solid group of liaisons. It makes things so much easier when we have a consistent
group of people contributing. Joann, Vanessa, Cathy and Ty were there through the entire process and it helped so much.
Hotel
I have received amazing feedback about the hotel. It was a treat to work with the hotel staff and Coy and her committee did
an amazing job putting all of the pieces in place for us to have a quality facility for the convention. I did receive some
constructive criticism about running out of food on Sunday morning. It came 3 rd person, so I did not talk to the actual addict
but I hope they stuck around for 5 to 10 minutes because we did have more food prepared.
P&D
Adam, our print and display chair did a fabulous job with preparing flyers, registration forms, signage and the program. We
were very fortunate to have found a vendor that is much cheaper than some of the prices we have paid in the past for
printing.
Web and info
There likely is not a more qualified person to have done the web and information than Autumn. She made some changes to
the website, making the position much easier moving forward. Changes to the site will not require near the amount of
writing code as it has in the past.
H&I
Ryan came in to the position late. H&I was the only position that we had turnover this year. When Ryan took over, we come
to realize quickly that we were pretty far behind. In spite of being behind, Ryan and his committee were able to contact all of
the facilities and we had 187 H&I registrations! There was also some amazing work done by some amazing people to pull of
the miracle of us having 2 inmates from the Denver Women’s Correctional Facility attend our convention for a few hours!
Terry C. and Gene were very instrumental in helping pull this off and the Sunday morning call in with correctional facilities all
across the state.
Registration
Michelle and her amazing committee were on point the entire time. We heard feedback from RCMs last year that CRCNA, at
times, felt like it was all about the swag. We made a decision to try for less in the registration bags. There were a few small
complaints that we received during the convention, but nothing that seemed to indicate that anyone was too upset about it.
The fiscally conservative approach taken by the registration committee is a big reason why we are showing some decent
numbers. We had the following number of registrations.
Registrations: 589
Newcomer packages: 70
H&I Registrations: 187
Total Registrations: 846
Programs
I have gotten amazing feedback about the program. I have heard positive comments about the workshops topics and
speakers. There was a concern brought to my attention that all 3 of the main speakers were all male. I personally attended
the Programs meeting when the main speakers were chosen. When the vote was all male, Jim rose the question of whether
it was an issue. There were some very strong women on that committee and the consensus was that they had an obligation
to choose the best speakers and they felt they had done that.
Fundraising and entertainment
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Enough cannot be said for the successes of the CRCNA 29 F&E committee. The entire year, there was only one event that
was in the red, which is the lowest I have ever seen. Vale told me from the very beginning that they really wanted to try
some new things. This is one of the biggest areas where we were cautious not to repeat some of the same things that cost
the convention and ultimately the fellowship money in the past. The F&E committee was committed from the start to try
new things. Along with just having the new ideas, they put in the footwork to make these ideas a reality. The entertainment
at the convention was a big area where some of those changes came to fruition. It was expressed to me by some that the
talent showcase, silent disco, poker tournament and prom offered a variety of different entertainment options and really felt
like something new and exciting. We did receive some feedback that people wished those events did not have to overlap
one another. We would have loved to have had the time slots available to offer all of these things to everyone. It is
impossible to do so with such limited time and working around the program. One of the things that presented issues again
this year was co-hosting events with Areas. It has been my experience that it sounds great in theory but application usually
presents issues with communication, doubling of our services and establishing a true point of accountability. Our one event
that was in the red was forced to move up a month because another event that was co-hosted with an area was moved back
because of the facility rental; which was done by the area outside of the F&E committee’s control.
There were 1100 chairs in the room Saturday night. When I got up there and saw that all were filled and there were addicts
sitting on the floor or standing as well, I was at one of the biggest points of gratitude. I cannot thank this body and the
fellowship enough for trusting me to chair CRCNA. 10 years ago, I couldn’t get a front on a $10.00 bag and I got the chance to
help organize an event of this nature. This program works! I would be going into my 6th year coming to the CRSC. This has
been one of the places that I have grown up in my recovery. I have forged relationships that are some of the strongest in my
life here. I will be here in January to close the CRCNA 29 chapter but the focus will have already shifted to CRCNA 30. Thank
you all for allowing me to serve!
VICE CHAIR
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
TREASURER
ATTACHMENT 1 – THIS IS NOT THE FINAL REPORT , THE FINAL WILL BE SUBMITTED IN JANUARY
XI

CRCNA XXX REPORT

CHAIR

My name is Bruce and I'm an addict, Before I start reporting on CRCNA 30 I want to just say that CRCNA 29 Rocked!!!
At our October planning committee meeting we filled all of the subcommittee chair positions and as this body knows all of
the admin positions were filled at the assembly. So as of today we have a complete committee. I would like to state there is
a lot of CRCNA experience and clean time on our committees. We have started some preliminary work and our first planning
committee meeting will be held on December 12 at 11 am at the Englewood Public Library in the Perrin Room. We will meet
the second Saturday of each month at the Englewood Library, with the exception of August which will be a hotel
Walkthrough at the Doubletree in Colorado Springs. These meeting times and dates have already been added to the regional
Calendar (Thank You Vanessa). I have also forwarded a copy of these dates with my report.
I would like to announce that with the CRCNA guideline changes there are some critical date changes. One will be the
breakfast, it will now be held in March as opposed to April. That will mean we are moving the cutoff date for the Theme &
Logo submission up to February 1st. This date is generally April 1st. This is two months earlier than the past. I have brought
some flyers for the Theme & Logo submission so please take a few and announce at your areas.
Although I don’t think it is a huge deal I feel it would be appropriate to get the revised CRCNA Guidelines Marked
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“Approved”. The only copy we currently have say “Proposal Version Not Yet Approved.”
1000 Englewood Pkwy, Englewood Co. - Perrin Room
December 12, 2015 11 am
January 9, 2016 11 am
February 13, 2016 11 am
March 12, 2016 11 am
April 9, 2016 11 am
May 14, 2016 11 am
June 11, 2016 11 am
July 9, 2016 11 am
August 13, 2016 (Facility walk Through Time TBD)
September 10, 2016 11 am
October 8, 2016 11 am
CRCNA 30 OCTOBER 27-30.
VICE CHAIR
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
TREASURER
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
XII
H&I REPORT
First of all, I would like to thank the CRCNA committee for putting up a great convention. I am grateful to have been a part
of it and I had a lot of fun.
Our H&I Workshop was successful and well attended. We had two inmates from Denver Women’s Correctional Facility share
their experiences with recovery inside the walls. The guard also shared his experience with our fellowship. His message was
powerful and well received. As a result of these inspirational stories we had 18 new members sign up for H&I service. The
list was distributed to area H&I chairs.
In my efforts to update the Colorado Region list of H&I facilities I have the following information:
Off the Wall Area: 8 facilities, 19 meetings a month, 25 service members
Southern Colorado Area: 1 facility, 2 meetings a month, 2 service members
Pikes Peak Area: 4 facilities, 8 meetings a month, 25 service members
Serenity Unlimited Area: 2 facilities, 5 meetings a month, 5 service members
DOC: 9 facilities, 27 meetings a month, 52 service members
Still need information from:
Bring Freedom East Area
Boulder Area
Mile High Area
Mountains West Area
Announcements:
I would like to ask this body for guidance on a project that I have in mind. This project was suggested to me and has been
successful in other regions. The project has been named in other areas as “Project Primary Purpose”. In the ballpark, we
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would sell T-shirts and buy a Basic Text for an inmate with every T-shirt sold. What I have in mind is starting with a
prototype of about 10 T-shirts and having these prototypes displayed in different parts of our region. Members would then
preorder their T-shirts. I have been in contact with Michael H. who helped me with an idea of the cost. Of course, it will
depend on the quantity, but even at a small quantity of 10 T-shirts per order we will come very close to buying a Basic Test
with the proceeds. The price of a T-shirt would be $20. The start up cost of the project would be about $150. We could ask
this body for the start up cost, or we could do an H&I fundraiser to raise $150. I would like some guidance on how to
proceed with this. Questions/concerns are welcome.

Goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Compile current regional data for all of the facilities we serve and the number of volunteers available
Assemble H&I Regional Subcommittee. Anyone with H&I experience who would be willing to step up as vice chair
would be more than welcome. I could really use some experience and guidance.
Personal commitment to H&I service.
This is probably not an immediate goal, but I would like to increase our presence in Colorado hospitals.

How does region feel about selling t-shirts to get money for books for inmates. Jayme has info of someone in Nebraska that
Gene could contact about getting started. Where is Gene headed with the discussion today? Probably need a proposal to
start setting up. What about marketing? Are area chairs in favor of this? It is signifigant that we go back to areas to see how
the body feels. Would like to see a more cohesive proposal to take to areas.
XIII
PI Report
NO REPORT SUBMITTED.
XIV
PR REPORT
This last 2 months have been very busy. Here are some of the points of action that have happened recently.
There was a PI booth at a community resource day held at the local Neighbor Works in Pueblo. Volunteers made contact
with 21 people and collected contact info from 5 Professionals. There was also a PI booth at a Drug-a-thon held in Penrose. I
haven’t received any details concerning this event except that it was a success. I Provided these booths with the left over
literature from this years State Fair booth. There is still a lot of literature left over and I have brought it with me today to
hand over to the PI chair for future use. Also the southern area has been putting a great effort into PR and have delivered
current meeting list to many of the institutions dealing with the addict in pueblo.
I had a great time at CRCNA. The PR PI and H&I workshops went really well. I showed up ready and willing with a plan that
fell through as soon as I got there. However, as usual, I reached out for support and am very pleased with the way things
went. I think the Jeopardy game at the PI workshop was a lot of fun. Between the PR and PI workshops I came home with
very valuable info. I see a real need for support to DOC in the Southern Area. I also learned a little about what I think are
some key topics for discussion and planning in the near future. It seems like there is a real desire for PSA announcements. It
also seems like we need a Regional phone line in order to make PSA’s work. I believe that it’s in our best interest that we find
a viable solution that will make it possible for areas to keep their existing phone lines. I plan on checking into technology that
could use GPS location from the incoming phone number to route the call to the appropriate phone line. If this technology
doesn’t exist yet I feel that it’s not far from being a reality. I would like to thank everyone that was involved in the H&I
workshop. This year we actually had women brought from a facility to attend and this sparked a beautiful experience. The
workshop was standing room only. I really feel the connections I made with other addicts interested and involved in PR at
CRCNA will prove to be the most valuable thing I left the Westin with.
I have received all of the Literature and supplies that Tawni had from the F&D efforts. This is a substantial amount of
resources and I’m not exactly sure what I can use it for. I spoke with an addict from Sugar City two weeks ago. I encouraged
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her to try to start that meeting back up and would like to use some of this literature to get her a meeting starter pack. I need
to inventory this literature and report exactly what I have the next time we meet. I would really appreciate feedback as to
what these resources can be used for.
I have begun following up on the professional contacts that we made at the State Fair this year. I’m far from being done. I’ve
made 3 phone calls. One number was no longer in service. I left a message at another. The third call resulted in a request for
southern area meeting schedules to be sent to a case manager at the DSS office in Pueblo Co. She plans on passing these lists
out amongst her co-workers to help their clients find NA. I have more work to do and need to verify resources available
before I reach out to some of the contacts. I will keep you informed about the outcome of this work.
We held a PR Phone conference yesterday November 21 at 10am. We discussed the needs wants and resources available
and are working on figuring out how to get things done. For starters we have a plan for our committee meetings. The next
Regional PR meeting will be held prior to the next regional meeting at 9am on January 17th. Hopefully we can just meet here
at 1212 Mariposa St but if we need to meet somewhere else we will pass that info on as soon as we have it. We would like to
meet face to face like that every 4 months with a phone conference in between. The Phone conferences will be held on the
Saturday before the regional meetings at 10am and the physical Meetings would be held just before the regional meetings.
According to guidelines all PR sub-committee chairs should attend these meetings. I’m trying to establish communications
with any area PR chairs so that I can invite them to attend as well.
I’m really looking forward to the possibilities of this service position. I believe that we are capable of accomplishing great
things in the years to come.
XV
WEBMASTER REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Areas need to have their online meeting lists up to date in order for region to have them up to date. Input on what to do
with activities calendar. Can talk to Ray about fixing it. Talk to webservants chairs of each area to get some help. Get
webservants on the regional phone list. Have RCMs ask at area for feedback.
XVI
AD-HOC REPORT
Should we remove administrative voting rights? We need to be more firm about how we are doing voting. Who are
committee chairs representing? We are looking at both of the proposals that had been presented at assembly. Will
somebody do an adhoc for Robert’s rules and CBDM? We don’t have a lot of clarity of what the purose of this adhoc is, we
cn either have a proposal or adhoc to split adhoc into CBDM review for guidelines and removing admin voting rights. We will
be having 2 adhoc committees. CBDM – Erin J-E appointed as adhoc chair and Remove admin voting rights – Ray L. will
remain adhoc chair.
XVII
OLD BUSINESS
NO OLD BUSINESS TO REVIEW
XVIII

ELECTIONS

CRRMCO CHAIR – DEREK W. NOMINATED, REFUSED NOMINATION

CRRMCO VICE CHAIR – DEREK W. NOMINATED, QUALIFIED AND VOTED IN
CRRMCO SECRETARY – NO NOMINATIONS OR VOLUNTEERS
CRRMCO TREASURER – NO NOMINATIONS OR VOLUNTEERS
XIX
NEW BUSINESS
DOC/CRCNA discussion add report to minutes. RCM need to take back to areas that DOC coordinator needs some assistance
in processing background checks. Can people pull their own backgrounds? Can CRCNA H&I help out a little more with DOC
items. Terry will call Bruce about next year. Add position to guidelines for DOC Coordinator.
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Discussion on mileage reimbursement from $.30 to $.575 a mile. Suggest change in guidelines to use government amount
rather than a designated amount. Do a proposal that our mileage will be in guideline with government. There is a difference
between work and volunteer mileage, we need to use volunteer. Decide to put business rate rather than volunteer rate.
Open Discussion
Put approval of minutes back on agenda
We forgot to ratify treasurer at assembly, who is in charge of keeping better track of that?
Request in grievance at assembly that we inventory ourselves, we need to start that process. Tawni looked into some
materials to do inventory. Proposal will be submitted.
First campout meeting will e January 9th, I will get the information to everyone when decided.
PR is going to try to meet before Region in January 2016 and then every 4 months.
Is there any way to shorten region. We need to have an end time for assembly. We will now have a listed time of 10-5.
XX
PROPOSALS
#1: We do not have consensus
#2: We do not have consensus
#3: Approved, we have consensus
All proposals are attached
XXI
ENDING CRSC TREASURER REPORT
Expenditures
#1: Approved, we have consensus, $69 to Terry C. for DOC expenses
#2: Approved, we have consensus, $30 to Ray L. for mileage
Donate $5,000 to world, approved.

Next meeting will be January 17, 2015 at 10am, 1212 Mariposa, Denver, CO
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COLORADO REGIONAL MEETING MINUTES
November 22, 2015
CRSCNA Treasurer's Report Year End 2015
CURRENT
REPORT PERIOD

CURRENT YEAR
TO DATE 2015

$5,637.60

Opening Balance - January 1, 2015
*****************************************************************************************

INCOME:

NOTES
Are a Donations

Boulder Area
Bringing Freedom East Area
Mile High Area

494.63
166.34

1,654.45
615.09

250.00
-

1,155.55
893.21
140.00
150.00

Mountain High Area
Mountains West Area
Off The Wall Area
Pikes Peak Area
Serenity Unlimited Area

30.00

Southern Area
Group Donations

Still Awake/Still Dreaming

-

68.88
150.00
30.00
11.11
86.36
130.33
200.00
22.10
50.00
339.00

Continued Deflation

50.00

Humble Lights
Crestone NA Group-Crestone, CO

-

Golden Group
Just Can't Miss It
Ain't Dead Yet
Together We Can-Steamboat
Sisters In Recovery

-

Just For Today
Young at Heart
Othe r Incom e

Anonymous Donation
CRRMCO
WSLD
Advanced Funds Return-Regional Assembly S Unl.
CRCNA XXVI

TOTAL INCOME

83.66
$1,074.63

EXPENDITURES:
Prior Report Period YTD Expenditures
Jayme Simpson
Michael Horowitz
Gene Shiling
Daniel Bishop
Denver Inner City Parish
Chuck Corcoran-CNAC Accountant Expenses
Tawni Corcoran
Jayme Simpson
Michael Page

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
Ending Balance NOV 22, 2015

421.37
1,000.00
83.66
8,402.26
15,603.37
Check #

$11,692.59
$120.86
$29.05
$211.00
$152.96
$50.00
350.00
233.20
454.79
446.00

540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548

$2,047.86
($973.23)

$120.86
$29.05
$211.00
$152.96
$50.00
$350.00
$233.20
$454.79
$446.00

$13,740.45
$7,500.52

********************************************************************************************************

xxxxxxxxxxx
Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Balance
Available Funds

($973.23)

$7,500.52
(5,847.41)
1,653.11

********************************************************************************************************

BANK ACCOUNT-CHECKBOOK RECONCILIATION as ofMay 31, 2015
Balance per Bank Statement

-

Adjustments to Bank Statement through May 31, 2015
*Outstanding Deposits
** Outstanding Checks & Charges
Net Adjustment

$1,607.76
($2,381.20)
($773.44)

$10,285.36
($773.44)
$9,511.92
9,467.87
$44.05

